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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2189 53 Newlands St. Trevallyn Hare: Scary

One hump, the dependable Hash
Scribe More
TITALATING READING
Run report for run 2189
Venue, 53 Newlands St Trevallyn
Hare: Scary
Weather, perfect
THE RUN GOES SOMETHING LIKE THIS
6:30 comes and goes we
have a couple of visitors
with us from the mainland, the only thing missing is the Hare. Has anyone heard from Scary
asks Goblet, there is silence until Inlets mobile
rings it’s Scary I am still
out setting the run. Send
them off on the standard
Riverside run no. 36 D.D.
We have a live hare, the pack heads into the Hydro Pylon
easement following Sheila’s run from last week. At the top
of the hill we leave last weeks trail do a loop around the
Hydo’s surge tank and the surrounding bush before dropping down onto Pitt Ave for a check. Bugsy soon picks up

the trail, the trail zig zags through a couple of side
streets then heads up Reatta Rd and enters into the
Cataract Gorge Reserve. The flour marked trail takes
the pack through
some of the newly
opened mountain
bike tracks then onto the fire trails
which take the pack
around the hill
above the First Bain
swimming pool to
another check at
Dandenong Rd. We
now leave the bush
reserve as Rainbow
can be heard calling
ON ON down Bain
Terrace. The trail
leads to the rotunda in the Trevally Reserve where
we find the well used ON Home sign 1800 metres
later via Trevallyn Rd and Forest Rd we are back at
the ON HOME site .

ON ON:
We have two visitors from sunny Queensland with us tonight
Wanger and Horror. The days are certainly getting longer as we approach the summer equinox, its still light as the last of the pack return to Scary’s for the ON ON. Even though it’s a warm 20 oc tonight
he traditional fire pot is alight. Rainbow has bought modern technology to LH3 he has had his mobile app active during the run and has it
on display for all to see. Will there be mobiles with apps on Hashers
arms next week. Our Lip Delly is with us tonight and is keen to get
the skulls underway. Bendover rings the bell. Delly and Rainbow are
straight into the crap jokes while Bendover fills up the general grails
as well as the anniversary grail.

One Humps Gossip Column
OTHER TASSIE HASH CLUB & RANDOM NEWS

And Hashers up dates
DEEP SHIT RETURNING, 25 DECEMBER
BURNIE HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
December 20th and R*n 1350 will be our Christmas extravaganza!!
Dress in your finest "Santa" suit and gather in the car park behind the
Civic Centre in Burnie at 5pm. Bring a plate of food to share afterwards at Castle King.
There will not be a R*n on 27th December; normal service will resume on 3rd. January 2016
30th January 2016 High Noon Full Moon
See flyer in this weeks Trash

[Theme Hillbillies]
Venue Font Hill east of Oatlands
5-7th February 2016. Golconda 3, LH3 Hash
(This is a scaled down Golconda, no big screen)
20th February RED DRESS RUN
HOBART
(It will be a Saturday )
19/20th March 2016 St Patrick's Day, Westbury, LH3
Aussie Nash Hash 2017, Ballarat, Victoria
BALI Interhash www.interhash2016.com

Raffle:
Waterhouse road kill: Scary
Bottle top quality wine: Sheila .
Six pack Boags: Thumbs
Packed confectionary: Sheila

Skulls:
We have two visitors with us tonight Wanger and
Horror who kick off the skulls
“Man cannot live on bread alone”, one of us who
has recently become a bachelor again is determined to prove this wrong. The stove hot pates are
on, the pots are out of the cupboard ready to boil
the vegetables. A couple of ales later f@ck the vegies toast will do. The toaster is plugged in and
placed on top of the stove and two slices of bread
loaded. The Hasher goes to find his beer. There is
an almighty explosion the power goes off and the
Hasher is in the Dark and the toaster has been
thrown across the kitchen and is a thousand pieces. Yes you guessed it the Hasher had not turned
the hot pales off and the toaster and its cord melted blowing all the circuit breakers. Up you get
Shrek .
Thumbs is the next to skull for having his shorts on
back to front followed by tonight’s Hare Scary.
The last to skull is Abba who has now completed
1050 runs.

The 2015 Committee The Committee that brings you less and don’t give a Flying “F”.
GM: Electric Eric JM: Dunnoim, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Bendover Trail Master: Two Bob, Horn: Sprocket, Lip: Delly Scribe:
One Hump, Web Wanker Bugsy, Hash Hops, Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 15th December 53 Newlands st. Trevallyn: Hare: Goblet
Tuesday 22ndDecember Christmas Run Hare: Blakey Venue Thumbs car yard Invermay Rd
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Two Bob before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 3 Wenlock
Way again.

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 17th December no run this week Christmas
dinner.
Joke of the Week

CHARDONNAY HASH HOBART

THE ASS END OF THE
TRASH

